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T-Mobile and SpaceX announced a technology partnership (Coverage Above and Beyond) to develop direct 

satellite-to-smartphone connectivity for improved mobile network coverage and resilience. The initial offer is 

limited in scope and capability but signals important new opportunities for both the satcom and telecoms 

industries. 

The companies expect the announcement to lead to a new service that will be available in late 2023 or more 

likely in 2024. The service will initially be limited to messaging. Throughput is expected to be just 2–4Mbit/s 

per satellite cell, coverage of which could be more than 100km in diameter. It will work with existing 

smartphones but messaging apps will need to be adapted to support the service. It will require new satellites 

with very large, advanced antennas that SpaceX will launch next year, and the FCC will need to approve the use 

of T-Mobile’s PCS mid-band spectrum.  

The service is going to be useful in places that have no cellular coverage at all; any terrestrial coverage would 

provide better service. However, the satellite service will also be useful in places where natural disasters have 

destroyed the cellular coverage in a given area. The initial announcement applies only to the USA, but T-Mobile 

CEO Mike Sievert noted that the USA has 500 000 square miles of territory without cellular coverage. In the 

announcement, Sievert and SpaceX owner Elon Musk urged mobile network operators around the world to offer 

similar services.  

This is a significant change of direction for SpaceX’s Starlink technologies and business models, but the move 

is not a surprise to Northern Sky Research (NSR) (an Analysys Mason company) because the direct satellite-to-

device market was identified as the largest opportunity in the history of the satellite communications industry in 

a report published last year. The direct satellite-to-device market will generate over USD60 billion in revenue in 

the next 10 years and will support over 350 million subscribers by 2030 (Figure 1). 

https://www.t-mobile.com/news/un-carrier/t-mobile-takes-coverage-above-and-beyond-with-spacex
https://www.nsr.com/the-largest-opportunity-in-satcoms-history-direct-satellite-to-device/
https://www.nsr.com/the-largest-opportunity-in-satcoms-history-direct-satellite-to-device/
https://www.nsr.com/the-largest-opportunity-in-satcoms-history-direct-satellite-to-device/
https://www.nsr.com/?research=global-satellite-capacity-supply-and-demand-19th-edition
https://www.nsr.com/?research=global-satellite-capacity-supply-and-demand-19th-edition
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Figure 1: Subscribers in the direct satellite-to-device market, worldwide, 2020–2030 

 

For the telecoms industry, direct satellite-to-device solutions are a key step in moving beyond terrestrial 

networks to provide services. We forecast that satellite broadband products and services will generate 

USD220 billion in annual service revenue by 2030. Remote service coverage, the focus of this announcement, is 

only a small proportion of the overall satellite-provided services market, as depicted in Figure 2.  

https://www.analysysmason.com/research/content/reports/satellite-ntn-operator-opportunities-rma18/
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Figure 2: The role of terrestrial networks in the non-terrestrial networks ecosystem 

 

Who else is in the direct satellite-to-device market? 

As with anything related to Elon Musk, the announcement generated a lot of buzz. But as Mike Sievert made 

clear, the announcement was not about a product but a technology alliance and many aspects still need to be 

defined. So, the plan to start services by end of 2023 seems to be extremely ambitious, beginning with the need 

to receive clearance to use terrestrial spectrum from space. 

It is clear that SpaceX has been working on this for some time (it acquired IoT satellite company Swarm 

Technologies in August 2021 and asked the FCC for permission to use spectrum in the 2GHz band), other space 

companies are ahead in the process; examples include Lynk (Tower 1 is the first commercial ‘cell-tower-in-

space’) and AST SpaceMobile (the BlueWalker 3 test satellite is expected to launch by mid-September, its first 

block of commercial satellites is expected to launch by the end of 2023 and it has partnerships with MNOs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHydPCYHmLE
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/09/spacex-acquiring-satellite-data-start-up-swarm-technologies.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/09/spacex-acquiring-satellite-data-start-up-swarm-technologies.html
https://spacenews.com/spacex-requests-spectrum-to-upgrade-starlink-mobile-services/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a73ada8f09ca4aa703823a8/t/624ca4f8a45e416e38c8c9d8/1649190136754/Lynk_Sixth+Satellite+Launch_April+2022_FINALv2.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a73ada8f09ca4aa703823a8/t/624ca4f8a45e416e38c8c9d8/1649190136754/Lynk_Sixth+Satellite+Launch_April+2022_FINALv2.pdf
https://investors.ast-science.com/static-files/aad7bda0-54b7-4e86-a7a8-cc9ddfbd88a0
https://investors.ast-science.com/static-files/aad7bda0-54b7-4e86-a7a8-cc9ddfbd88a0
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representing more than 1.8 billion subscribers). Even traditional mobile-satellite service operators are working 

to open their existing constellations to mainstream devices like Globalstar (in partnership with a “large, global 

customer to use Band 53/n53”) or Iridium. Other opportunities are demonstrated by the combined work by 

Omnispace and U.S. Navy or Lynk’s partnership with Aliv to develop maritime services. 

The mobile communications industry has also been preparing for 

the direct satellite-to-device market 

The recent 3GPP Release17 specifications support 5G New Radio-based satellite access. Future 5G devices 

incorporating these specifications will be designed to directly communicate with satellites. 

Groups of companies have been forming to develop the base technology for the telecoms industry; for example, 

Inmarsat and MediaTek; and Ericsson, Qualcomm and Thales. 

Spectrum is a key concern with mobile communications. There are two ways to acquire spectrum for direct 

satellite-to-device connectivity:  

• Use MNOs’ existing spectrum (AST SpaceMobile, Lynk and SpaceX/T-Mobile have taken this approach). 

This has the advantage of backward compatibility (any existing device today would be able to communicate 

with a satellite), but it presents technological challenges such as the traffic manipulation required to make 

the device believe it is communicating with a regular terrestrial base station (doppler and latency 

compensation, etc.). Performance levels would also be affected because the transmitting power will be 

limited by the risk of interfering with terrestrial base stations. Spectrum coordination and regulation are the 

biggest barriers because satellites would use spectrum that is assigned to terrestrial uses, requiring a special 

waiver of the rules on a country-by-country basis. 

• Use spectrum that is assigned to mobile-satellite services. Direct satellite communications to a device 

with a form-factor that is similar to a smartphone is nothing new; operators such as Globalstar, Inmarsat and 

Iridium have been doing this for years. However, the devices had to be purpose-built with different 

spectrum and proprietary waveforms. The big novelty is the inclusion of non-terrestrial networks in 3GPP’s 

Release17. It is now possible for mainstream 5G devices to directly communicate with satellites, but the 

main challenge is to convince 5G chipset manufacturers to incorporate those capabilities in their future 

designs. This approach would offer better performance capabilities and greater regulatory certainty. 

Direct satellite-to-device services create opportunities for the 

satcom and telecoms industries 

The direct satellite-to-device market is the largest opportunity in the history of satellite communications and will 

soon be a reality now that non-terrestrial networks are included in the definition of 5G and multiple innovators 

are working to make the technology happen. The SpaceX/T-Mobile announcement brings a great deal of 

attention to an opportunity that has been developing for several years.  

Direct satellite-to-device services also create new opportunities for telecoms but they will have to adapt to new 

business models and develop new partnerships to pursue these opportunities.  

 

https://investors.ast-science.com/static-files/aad7bda0-54b7-4e86-a7a8-cc9ddfbd88a0
https://investors.globalstar.com/news-releases/news-release-details/globalstar-announces-second-quarter-2022-results
https://investors.globalstar.com/news-releases/news-release-details/globalstar-announces-second-quarter-2022-results
https://twitter.com/IridiumBoss/status/1563200922544525312
https://omnispace.com/omnispace-demonstrates-5g-satellite-capability-with-u-s-navy-marine-corps/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a73ada8f09ca4aa703823a8/t/614a19b20dea6c63c69dc31a/1632246194630/Lynk_Flagship+Customer+Release_092221.pdf
https://www.nsr.com/?research=5g-via-satellite-2nd-edition
https://www.satellitetoday.com/iiot/2020/08/19/mediatek-inmarsat-demonstrate-5g-satellite-iot-data-connection/
https://www.thalesgroup.com/en/worldwide/space/press_release/ericsson-qualcomm-and-thales-take-5g-space
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NSR (an Analysys Mason company) was founded in 2000 and is a prominent global provider of satellite and 

space market research and consulting services. 

https://www.nsr.com/

